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Welcome to our NEW monthly newsletter, where you’ll find details of new
products, special offers and other useful information.

Welcome
New From DMC
eBay
New Products
Reduced Delivery (P&P) Rates
Website Changes
... and finally!

Apologies for the delay in publishing our first edition. Unfortunately
circumstances beyond our control prevented us from ‘going to press’ last
year as we had planned.

New from DMC
DMC have two new ranges of cross stitch kits, ‘Me to You – Tatty Teddy’ and ‘Say it with Cross Stitch’. They’ll be
available on our website later this month. Kits will be priced individually, with the most expensive being £18.99 +
P&P. We’ll update
when they’re in stock.

eBay
Due to increasing fees, policy changes and software faults, we’re no longer trading on eBay. All of our eBay products
are now available on our website and several new products that we didn’t have listed, including:





Aperture cards.
Rainbow Gallery threads, initially only Petite Treasure Braid. However, more ranges will be added shortly.
Siesta Frames floor standing tapestry frames.
The full range of Trebla embroidery threads.

You’ll continue to receive the same high level of customer service and frankly better value for money!
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New Products
We all know that with use over time Elbesee’s Easy Clips
and Siesta Clip ‘n’ Sew clips loosen or break, so rather
than buying a new frame or rollers...
We now have available on our website packs of spare
Elbesee Easy Clips (pictured) and Siesta Frames Clip ‘n’
Sew Clips, both contain four replacement clips and are
priced at £2.85 each + P&P.
We also have Kreinik Japan Threads 001J – Silver, 002J
Gold available in #1 (40m spools), #5 (10m skeins) & #7
(10m spools).

Reduced Delivery (P&P) Rates
With effect from Sunday 18th January 2015, we’ve reduced our Royal Mail
P&P rates. However, we still recommend myHermes ParcelShop delivery (2-4
days) in preference to Royal Mail second class small parcel delivery (2-3
days), as the price is at least comparable if not cheaper, with tracked delivery
and they make three attempts to deliver.

Website Changes
We’re in the process of making a few changes (for the better) to our website. We’ve updated the Anchor and DMC
stock enquiry/order forms to now e-mail a copy to the customer, so they know what they ordered. We’ll also be
making some minor layout changes. These and other changes will come into effect in the next few weeks, there
should be no disruption to our website and order processing.

... and finally!
May we take this opportunity to wish all our customers a somewhat belated happy and prosperous New Year! Also,
if there’s anything you want that you can’t see on our website, please don’t hesitate to contact us. We may well
have it in stock or be able to obtain it for you.
Click here to view previous editions.
Click here to cancel your subscription to this newsletter.

